ACES Pre-writing Boxes
(1st Paragraph) Hook (1st Sentence to grab reader’s
attention: Have you ever owned a goat owning one can
be the most rewarding experience ever. To make care
much easier you should learn how to give them Injections
Last Sentence of 1st Paragraph Thesis
Statement (6 to 10 words) -

There are many important aspects and
benefits to giving Injections.

1st Sentence of 2nd Paragraph: Topic
Sentence (What the paragraph is going to be
about) Explaining History / Explaining
different ways people do this / Develop
the whole picture in this paragraph

There are two types of shots that you can
administer to goats.

Textual Evidence Evidence based on Topic
in 2nd paragraph (From Article or Research
that supports your thesis)

According to Infovets.com “A subQ.With a
subcutaneous injection, a needle is inserted
just under the skin.Intramuscular Injection (IM
Injection) intramuscular injection is a
technique used to deliver a medication deep
into the muscles. This allows the medication
to be absorbed into the bloodstream quickly.”
and “ It's an interesting thing about labels:They
usually contain information on dosages and
correct administration almost everything, in
fact,that you need to know about a drug,
vaccine which, if followed,will keep you from
misusing the products they describe.If not
many consequences like copper poisoning,
Acetonemia and Abortion if pregnant can
happen.”

2nd Paragraph Elaboration (You're
Supporting detail of the textual evidence)

There are two types of shots under the skin
(SubQ) and in the muscle(IM) you use IM for
getting the medication in the animal's
bloodstream immediately while SubQ is less
painful but takes longer to enter the
bloodstream. To know what medicine to give

You should always buy it from your vet and be
shown how to use it properly including
knowing the right doses.
The reason you
need to know what type of injection the shot is
that some can harm your animal or cause
unnecessary pain that can cause the animal
to shy away from you.
1st Sentence of 3rd Paragraph: Topic
Sentence : Process of how to

There are several Different types of needles
and sizes of syringes.

Textual Evidence: Evidence based on Topic
in 2nd paragraph (From Article or Research
that supports your thesis)

‘The proper technique of giving an

3 Paragraph Elaboration (Your Supporting
details of the textual evidence) 4 to 5
sentences

There is a lot of sizes of needles and syringes
but there is only a few regularly used for
goats. The most common sizes of syringes
we use is 3 mL and 6 mL but they can go
larger or smaller as well. The most common
sizes of needles we use is 18x1 and 20x1

1st Sentence of 4th Paragraph: Topic
Sentence : Explain Benefits of learning
how to

There are many benefits to learning ahow to
give injections.

4th Paragraph: Textual Evidence (From
Article)

“Giving injections is easy after you get over
any fear you might have. It can help to have
an experienced person demonstrate the
technique before you try it. You can also
practice by injecting into an orange — just
remember to dispose of your practice needles
and syringes. You can get needles and
syringes at a feed store, veterinary office, or
livestock supply catalog.”

4th Paragraph Elaboration (Your Supporting
details of the textual evidence) 4 to 5
sentences

Giving injections can be easy and convenient
for you and your animal. There are many
benefits to knowing how to give injections like
knowledge of how to in emergencies, so you
can take care of your animal the best you can
and so you can save to time and money of
paying for the medicine, vet bills and stress.

injection starts with selecting the correct
needle size to accommodate the type of
injection. Most goat medications or
vaccines can be given with 20 or 22G
needles for thin, watery solutions or 18 to
20G needles for thicker medications.’

Another benefit of knowing how to is saving
your animal big or small from the stress of car
or trailer rides to the vet. The benefit of
learning how to give shots to goats or an
other animals is that you don't have to go to
the vet if you have the medicine and know
how to use it safely.
Summarize Paragraph - Start with my thesis
statement then rephrase my topic sentences
to build this paragraph

There are many important aspects and
benefits to giving Injections.

